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Abstract

Fast and low power offloading is an emerging area of
interest for future generation mobile network. This pa-
per proposes a partial computation offloading strategy
for microcell-femtolet based edge-cloud network. In the
microcell-femtolet network microcells contain femtolets in-
side their coverage area to provide good communication
and computation facilities to the user devices at indoor re-
gion. An indoor user is connected with the femtolet and an
outdoor user is connected with the microcell base station
in the microcell-femtolet network scenario. When a com-
putation has to be partially offloaded, the task is partitioned
into two segments, one is locally executed and the other one
is offloaded to the femtolet or edge server according to the
user’s presence at indoor or outdoor region. The theoretical
and experimental results illustrate that the proposed partial
offloading scheme reduces the latency and power consump-
tion of the mobile device than the cloud based approach.

1 Introduction

The smart phone users desire computation and communica-
tion services simultaneously at low power and low latency.
For faster service provisioning edge computing comes into
the scenario for future generation cellular network and In-
ternet of Things (IoT), by bringing the storage and compu-
tational resources at the edge of the network [1, 2]. Usually
the edge servers are placed along with the base stations [1].
In a fifth generation (5G) small cell network, due to poor
signal strength at indoor regions, small cell base stations
such as femtocell base stions (FBSs) and picocell base sta-
tions (PBSs) are used inside the coverage area of the large
cell base stations i.e. macrocell base stations (MBSs) or mi-
crocell base stations (MiBSs) [3]. For joint computational
and communication services, small cell with computation
and storage abilities such as Small cell cloud enhanced eN-
odeB (SCceNB) and femtolet, has been discussed in [4].
The remote cloud based offloading [5, 6] increases the la-
tency [7, 8], which the use of edge/fog computing [1, 9]
can resolve. In this paper, a partial computation offloading
strategy is proposed for microcell-femtolet based network,
where femtolets [4] are used inside the microcell to pro-
vide good coverage at indoor region. The objectives of the
proposed work are summarized as:

• A task containing a number of jobs will be offloaded.
Therefore, in partial offloading the decision making
regarding which job will be offloaded and which one
will be locally executed, is a major concern.

• As the user device is a mobile device, the user will be
at indoor or outdoor region. Therefore, it is another
challenge to provide the user partial computation of-
floading at minimal latency and power consumption
despite its presence at indoor or outdoor region.

To attain the objectives, the contributions of this paper are:

• A partial computation offloading strategy is pro-
posed for microcell-femtolet based edge-cloud net-
work. When a computation has to be partially of-
floaded, the task is decomposed into two segments:
one containing the jobs to be locally executed and
another segment containing the jobs to be offloaded.
Based on the deadline, amount of computation to be
performed, and inter-dependency among the jobs, it is
decided whether to locally execute or offload a job.

• If the requesting device is registered under a femto-
let at indoor region, the computation is partially of-
floaded to the femtolet. Otherwise, if the user is under
the MiBS, the computation is partially offloaded to the
edge server. If the user is disconnected before deliver-
ing the result, the edge server/femtolet sends the result
to the cloud along with the device ID. The cloud sends
the result to the mobile device via a push notification
message. Theoretical and experimental results show
that the proposed method provides partial computation
offloading at low latency and low power consumption
of the mobile device than the existing schemes.

Rest of this paper is organized as: Section 2 discusses the
proposed partial computation offloading method, in Section
3 the calculation of offloading latency and power consump-
tion of the user device are illustrated, Section 4 discusses
the theoretical and experimental results, and finally Section
5 concludes the paper.



2 Partial Computation Offloading for
Microcell-femtolet Network

The microcell-femtolet network contains microcells, where
each microcell contains femtolets to provide good coverage
at indoor region. The users present at the indoor regions use
femtolet to get communication services as well as they can
offload their computations inside the femtolet under which
the respective mobile device is registered. For the users
at outdoor regions, the MiBS provides the communication
service, and the users can offload their computation inside
the edge servers attached with the MiBS. In this work, the
case of partial computation offloading is only considered.
Firstly, Algorithm 1 is proposed for making decision re-
garding segmentation of the task containing a number of
jobs. Then Algorithm 2 is proposed for offloading device
selection for indoor and outdoor users.

Algorithm 1 Segmentation of a task into jobs to be locally
executed and offloaded
Input: Computational Task T
Output: Segment Sl containing jobs to be locally executed, Segment So

containing jobs to be offloaded
1: decompose T into a set of jobs {J1,J2., , , ,Jn} where n is the number

of jobs in task T ;
2: partition the jobs into p segments {S1,S2, ...,Sp} based on their inter-

dependency;
3: for each segment Si where 1≤ i≤ p do
4: refer Si as a task Ti
5: if Ti has soft deadline then
6: if exhaustive computation is required then
7: put all jobs of Si into segment So
8: else
9: put all jobs of Si into segment Sl

10: end if
11: else
12: if exhaustive computation is required then
13: if device is able to execute Ti then
14: put all jobs of Si into Sl
15: else
16: ask user to extend the deadline
17: end if
18: else
19: put all jobs of Si into Sl
20: end if
21: end if
22: end for

Algorithm 2 Offloading device selection based on user’s
presence at indoor and outdoor regions
Input: Segment So to be offloaded
Output: Result after execution
1: if the user is at indoor region then
2: offload So to the femtolet under which the user device is registered;
3: else
4: offload So to the edge server attached with the microcell base sta-

tion under which the user device is registered;
5: end if
6: if the user is disconnected before delivering the result then
7: edge server/femtolet delivers the result to the cloud along with the

device ID;
8: the cloud sends the result to the device via a push notification mes-

sage;
9: end if

3 Latency and Power Consumption of Mo-
bile Device during Offloading

The offloading latency is calculated as the sum of the data
transmission latency (Ltr) and computation execution la-
tency (Lex), given as,

Lo f f = Ltr +Lex (1)

The power consumption of the user device during the period
of offloading is given as,

Po f f = Ptr +Pex (2)

where Ptr and Pex denotes the power consumption of the
user device during the period of data transmission and com-
putation execution respectively. If the user is at indoor re-
gion, then the data transmission takes place from the mobile
device to the femtolet and the result is sent from the fem-
tolet to the mobile device. In that case, the data transmis-
sion latency is ((1+u f ) · (Dt/Rm f )+(1+d f ) · (Dr/R f m)),
where u f and d f are the link failure rate, Dt and Dr are
the amount of data transmitted, and Rm f and R f m are the
rate of data transmission from mobile device to femtolet,
and from femtolet to mobile device respectively. The power
consumption of the user device during this period is given
as ((Pt ·Lt f )+(Pr ·Lr f )), where Lt f = ((1+u f ) ·(Dt/Rm f ))
and Lr f = ((1 + d f ) · (Dr/R f m)), and Pt and Pr are the
power consumption of the user device per unit time in data
transmission and reception modes. The computation execu-
tion latency for the device registered under the femtolet is
((Ac/S f )+Lq f ), where Ac is the amount of computation ex-
ecuted, S f is the speed of the femtolet, and Lq f is the queu-
ing latency for the femtolet respectively. The power con-
sumption of the user device during this period is given as
(Pi ·Lc f ), where Lc f = ((Ac/S f )+Lq f ) and Pi is the power
consumption of the user device per unit time in idle mode.
If the user is at outdoor region, then the data transmission
takes place from the mobile device to the edge server and
the result is sent from the edge server to the mobile de-
vice. In that case, the data transmission latency is ((1+ue) ·
(Dt/Rme) + (1+ de) · (Dr/Rem)), where ue and de are the
link failure rate, Dt and Dr are the amount of data transmit-
ted, and Rme and Rem are the rate of data transmission from
mobile device to edge server, and from edge server to mo-
bile device respectively. The power consumption of the user
device during this period is given as ((Pt ·Lte)+ (Pr ·Lre)),
Lte = ((1+ue) · (Dt/Rme)) and Lre = ((1+de) · (Dr/Rem)).
The computation execution latency for the user registered
under the microcell is ((Ac/Se) + Lqe), where Ac is the
amount of computation executed, Se is the speed of the
edge server, and Lqe is the queuing latency for the edge
server respectively. The power consumption of the user de-
vice during this period is given as (Pi · Lce), where Lce =
((Ac/Se)+Lqe). Let assume R1 number of requests arrive
for partial computation offloading to the femtolet and R2
number of requests arrive for partial computation offloading
to the edge server respectively. Let the offloading latency
to the femtolet for a request r is L f emr , and if the offload-
ing takes place to the edge server, the latency is Ledger . The



Figure 1. Latency in partial computation offloading using proposed and
existing frameworks

Figure 2. Power consumption of the mobile device in partial computa-
tion offloading using proposed and existing frameworks

average offloading latency is therefore given as,

Lo f f p =
∑r∈R1

L f emr +∑r∈R2
Ledger

R1 +R2
(3)

Let the power consumption of the mobile device while of-
floading computation for a request r to the femtolet is Pf emr
and while offloading computation for a request r to the edge
server is Pedger , then the average power consumption of the
user device during offloading considering both the cases is
given as,

Po f f p =
∑r∈R1

Pf emr +∑r∈R2
Pedger

R1 +R2
(4)

If the user gets disconnected and the cloud delivers the re-
sult via a push notification message, then the data trans-
mission latency from the femtolet/edge server to the cloud
has to be considered and in that case the result will be
sent to mobile device from the cloud. Therefore, the data
transmission latency from the femtolet/edge server to the
mobile device will not be considered. Instead of that the
data transmission latency from the cloud to the mobile de-
vice will be considered. If the femtolet sends the result
to the cloud, the data transmission latency is ((1+ u f c) ·

Table 1. Total latency including local execution and offloading

Table 2. Power consumption of the mobile device in the total period
including local execution and offloading

(Drd/R f c)), where u f c is the link failure rate from femto-
let to the cloud, Drd is the amount of data containing re-
sult and device ID, and R f c is the rate of data transmis-
sion from femtolet to the cloud. The power consumption
of the user device during this period is given as (Pi · L f c),
where L f c = ((1 + u f c) · (Drd/R f c)). If the edge server
sends the result to the cloud, the data transmission latency
is ((1+ uec) · (Drd/Rec)), where uec is the link failure rate
from edge server to the cloud, Drd is the amount of data
containing result and device ID, and Rec is the rate of data
transmission from edge server to the cloud. The power con-
sumption of the user device during this period is given as
(Pi · Lec), where Lec = ((1 + uec) · (Drd/Rec)). The data
transmission latency from the cloud to the mobile device
is ((1+ dcm) · (Dr/Rcm)), where dcm is the link failure rate
from cloud to the mobile device, Dr is the amount of data
containing result, and Rcm is the rate of data transmission
from cloud to the mobile device. The power consumption
of the mobile device during this period is given as (Pr ·Lcm),
where Lcm = ((1+dcm) · (Dr/Rcm)).

4 Results and Discussion

In this section, the performance of the proposed strategy is
evaluated using theoretical analysis and experimental anal-



ysis.
Theoretical analysis: For theoretical analysis MAT-
LAB2015 is used. In Fig.1 the average latency in par-
tial computation offloading using the proposed and existing
strategies are presented. In Fig.2 the average power con-
sumption of the mobile device during offloading using the
proposed and existing strategies are presented. In the pro-
posed scheme partial computation offloading is performed
either to the femtolet or edge server. It is considered that
for half of the requests, offloading takes place to the fem-
tolet, and for the rest half of the requests, offloading takes
place to the edge server. The average offloading latency for
the proposed scheme is calculated using equation (3) and
the average power consumption of the mobile device dur-
ing offloading is calculated using equation (4). To compare
with the proposed approach, the latency in case of partial
offloading to the cloud [5, 6] is also calculated. This is ob-
served that the offloading to the femtolet using the proposed
scheme reduces the latency by approximately 40-50% than
offloading to the cloud. This is also observed that the of-
floading to the edge server using the proposed scheme re-
duces the latency by approximately 30-40% than offloading
to the cloud. This is also observed from the offloading to
the femtolet/edge server (considering equal number of re-
quests) using the proposed scheme reduces the latency by
approximately 35-45% than offloading to the cloud respec-
tively. This is observed that the offloading to the femtolet
using the proposed scheme reduces the power consumption
of the mobile device by approximately 20% than offload-
ing to the cloud. This is also observed that the offloading
to the edge server using the proposed scheme reduces the
power consumption of the mobile device by approximately
2-10% than offloading to the cloud. This is also observed
that the offloading to the femtolet/edge server (considering
equal number of requests) using the proposed scheme re-
duces the power consumption of the mobile device by ap-
proximately 10-15% than offloading to the cloud.

Experimental analysis: In experimental analysis a mobile
phone with 2GB RAM is used as the user device and the
device is connected to an edge device having 4 GB RAM
and 250 GB HDD. To compare the proposed scheme with
the cloud based scheme a VM instance of 3.75 GB RAM
and 250 GB HDD has been taken in Google Cloud Plat-
form. For experimental analysis, three codes are partially
offloaded. Each of the three codes are divided into two seg-
ments, which execute separately. However, to get the final
result the output of one segment has to be provided as input
to another segment. Here, the codes of binary search, find-
ing adjoint of a matrix, and copy and encrypt the content of
a file, are considered. The latency in local execution and of-
floading while using the proposed scheme and cloud based
scheme are presented in Table 1. The power consumption
of the mobile device during the total period is presented in
Table 2. From the experimental results this is observed that
partial offloading to the edge device reduces the latency and
power consumption of the user device by approximately 25-
31% than the cloud based partial offloading scheme.

The theoretical and experimental results show that partial
offloading to the edge device using the proposed scheme
reduces the latency and power consumption of the user de-
vice. Thus, the proposed approach can be referred as a fast
and green offloading scheme.

5 Conclusion

In this paper a partial computation offloading strategy is
proposed for microcell-femtolet based future generation
edge-cloud network. This is assumed that a mobile device
is either connected with a femtolet if the user is at indoor
region or the MiBS if the user is at outdoor region. When
a computation has to be partially offloaded, the task is par-
titioned into two segments, each containing jobs. Based on
the deadline, computation intensity and inter-dependency
among the jobs it is decided whether to locally execute or
offload a segment. For offloading a segment either the fem-
tolet or the edge server attached with the MiBS is used,
based on the user’s presence at indoor or outdoor region.
This is observed from the theoretical and experimental re-
sults that partial offloading to edge device using the pro-
posed scheme reduces the latency and power consumption
of the user device with respect to the cloud based partial
offloading scheme.
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